
Rules of the contest  „Forest Quiz” 
 

1. The contest is held for the promotion of International Contest “Young People in European 

Forests”. 

 

2. The language of the contest is English. 

 

3.  The contest takes place in monthly editions, starting from October 2012, until December 

2013. Once in a month the film/contest question will be published. The publications of 

questions, starting from  October 2012 will take place in the first week of each month.  

 

4. The authors of the questions are representatives of YPEF National Contest Commissions – 

every month from consecutive YPEF partner country. 

 

5. The film/contest question will be published on the website www.ypef.eu/ypef_forest_quiz  
and on www.facebook.com/YPEF.EU . The answer will be published on 

www.ypef.eu/forestquiz in the last week of each month. 

 

6. The deadline for sending answers is 14 days after publication of film/contest question.  

 

7. The participants can answer the question on Facebook under the published question or by 

sending the answer to office@ypef.eu. 

 

8. The answers are evaluated by the author, who shall present the correct answers to the 

contest commission.  

 

9. From among all published correct answers the contest commission will draw one, which 

will be rewarded.  

 

10. The list containing the winner and other authors of correct answers shall be published on 

www.ypef.eu  and www.facebook.com/YPEF.EU. 

 

11. Also all correct answers will be published on www.ypef.eu/ypef_forest_quiz   
 

12. The participants of the contest can be pupils from all kinds of schools from any European 

country and the fans of YPEF on Facebook, by means of which the contest will be 

popularized, at the age not exceeding 20 years.  

 

13.  By applying to the contest the participant agrees that his name and name of the school can 

be published on the ranking list or used for other purposes necessary for the organization of 

the mini contest and YPEF contest.  

 

14. The organizer is not liable for any incorrect data gave by the applicants, in particular for 

the change of personal data and/or e-mail address, which make impossible to find the 

participant and/or handing a reward.  

 

15. The organizer is not liable for any incorrectness resulting from malfunctioning of internet 

connection or computer systems, and for other circumstances independent of the organizer, 
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which hinder participation in the contest and/or fulfillment of all requirements specified in 

these rules of the contest.  

 

16. The reward will be delivered by courier service or post to the given address. 

 

17. The rewards cannot be exchanged for money equivalent.  

 

18. The participation in the contest is equivalent to agreeing by the participants to relieve the 

organizer and its partners from liability for any claims and damages resulting from 

participation in the contest, or other activities connected with the contest, including accepting 

and usage, misuse or owning the won reward in the contest. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


